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One-step toward a bright future 

Ho Chi Minh City will start collecting infrastructure fees at seaports from July 1st, 2021 

HCMC authorities approved to start collecting seaport fees for infrastructure development, 

public services, and utilities at seaports from July 1st, 2021. The fee is expected to generate 

VND3tn annually for infrastructure development. Haiphong has been also charging fees since 

2017 with the same purpose and similar fee schemes as HCMC Since the fee collection took 

effect, the seaport infrastructure in Haiphong city has improved significantly; with most 

prominent is the transport system connecting the port clusters with Northern provinces, as 

well as the speed of cargo transportation and throughput volume are significantly improved. 

We believe that this scenario will also applied for the seaport landscape of HCMC, one of the 

largest manufacturing hub of Vietnam.  

In light of infrastructure development in Haiphong city, we expected that infrastructure fees 

will be the growth factor for logistic sector in HCMC in long-term view, especially for the 2 main 

port clusters: Cat Lai and Hiep Phuoc. 

Potential mixed benefits for logistic companies in HCM City  

For the short-term view, we think that some shippers will consider sending their cargo to avoid 

the infrastructure fee. In this case, is Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster is one of the most potential 

candidates with a more developed infrastructure, including: 1) able to accommodate mother 

vessels (more than 20,000 TEUs) as deep-water ports position, and 2) neighboring inland 

container depot/warehouse systems to support loading/unloading and clearance activities in 

Cai Mep area. Therefore, seaport companies in the Cai Mep area (as Gemadept Corp./GMD 

VN) are expected to benefit in the short-term. In the long term, this benefit will be eliminated, 

when the logistics infrastructure in HCMC is completed, and the infrastructure fee will also be 

applied to provinces with high cargo throughput volumes such as Vung Tau. 

We believe that the companies with revenue from logistics operations (seaports, 

transportation, etc.) in HCMC (including Tan Cang Logistic/TCL VN, Tan Cang 

Warehousing/TCW VN, Saigon Port/SGP VN) will get benefit from this policy in the long-term 

view, coupled with significant growth of throughput in HCMC’s seaports (Cat Lai, Hiep Phuoc, 

etc.). However, it may take at least 2 years for the completion of infrastructure projects, and 

then there will be clearer impacts on these companies’ business results. 
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Ho Chi Minh City will start collecting infrastructure fees at seaports from July 1st, 2021 

On December 9, 2020, the People's Council of Hochiminh City (HCMC) has approved the proposal of the 

People's Committee on the issuance of fees for infrastructure development, public services, and utilities at 

seaports, which will be effective from July 1, 2021. The fee collection is expected to generate an expected 

VND3tn (USD129.2 mn) per year for infrastructure development (including road, bridge, etc.). The fee range is 

from VND15,000 to VND4.4 mn (USD0.65 – USD189.5) for a 40-foot (ft) container. Fee collectors will acquire 

1.5% of the total collected fee, the remainder will be used for traffic infrastructure development around the 

ports. All payments are to be made automatically through the 24/7 electronic customs duty payment service, 

in order to avoid congestion at the seaports. 

Many port clusters in HCMC are developing unevenly with their roads, which leads to additional investment in 

seaport infrastructure. 

1) Cat Lai port cluster is usually in a state of excess capacity; the throughput volume of Tan Cang - Cat Lai 

Terminal has reached 5.2mn TEUs (reaching its utilization ratio of 123.8%) in 2019. The port access road is 

appropriate only for 12,000 vehicles per day, meanwhile, the daily traffic currently reaches 19,000 - 20,000 

vehicles. 

2) On the other hand, Hiep Phuoc port cluster is also in a state of under capacity because the port 

infrastructure has not been developed synchronously.  

HCMC is not the first city to collect fees for seaport infrastructure, but Haiphong has been charging fees since 

2017 with the same purpose as well as a similar fee scheme. 

Infrastructure fee scheme at seaports in HCMC and Haiphong 

No Type of cargo Unit Fee in HCMC Fee in Haiphong 

Temporarily imported for re-export, sent-to-bonded warehouses, in-transit cargo 

1 20ft container mn VND/cont. 2.2 2.2 – 2.3 

2 40ft container mn VND/cont. 4.4 4.4 – 4.8 

2 Liquid cargo, bulk cargo mn VND/ton 0.05 0.05 

Imported/exported cargo 

1 20ft container mn VND/cont. 0.25 - 0.5 0.25 

2 40ft container mn VND/cont 0.5 - 1.0 0.5 

3 Liquid/ bulk cargo mn VND/ton 0.015 - 0.03 0.016 

Source: Department of Transport, Shinhan Securities Vietnam  

 

Seaport infrastructure in Haiphong city has improved since they started charging fees  

When the infrastructure fee started in 2017, Haiphong City has had a significant budget revenue for 

infrastructure development (accounting for an average of 6% of total municipal budget revenue during 2017-

2019). In 2020, due to the impact of the Covid-19 epidemic, the Haiphong government decides to reduce this 

fee by 8-12%, with the excepted total collected fees at VND 1.1tn (-15.3% YoY). 

The shippers (cargo owners) will pay for the infrastructure fee to Haiphong authorities; thus, the revenue of 

seaports and logistics companies is not directly affected. In order to deal with this fee, some shippers have 

shifted to Ha Long - Quang Ninh ports. However, this shift is relatively minor, and the throughput of Haiphong 

port remains significant growth (with a CAGR of 9.4% between 2016 and 2019), in light of: 1) larger and more 

concentrated seaport system in Haiphong; 2) more developed logistic infrastructure (ICD, warehouse, etc.) 

than Quang Ninh; 3) a better road system that connects Northern provinces. 

Since the fee collection took effect, the seaport infrastructure in Haiphong city has improved significantly. The 

most prominent is the transport system connecting the port clusters with Northern provinces: National route 

No. 5 – Nguyen Binh Khiem road – Dinh Vu road – Bach Dang Bridge - Hanoi-Haiphong highway – Tan Vu Bridge 

– Lach Huyen deep-sea port. The speed of cargo transportation and throughput volume has significantly 

improved (2019 throughput volume increased by +23.4% YoY), thereby reducing logistics costs as well as a key 

revenue growth driver for seaport companies. 
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Collected infrastructure fee in Haiphong (2017-2020F)  Throughput of container ports in Haiphong (2017-2020F) 
 
 

 

 

 

Source: Department of Finance, Shinhan Securities Vietnam  Source: VPA, Shinhan Securities Vietnam 

 

Port cluster and Road system in Haiphong 

 

Source: Google Map, Shinhan Securities Vietnam 

 

A long-term boost to the logistic sector in Hochiminh city  

In light of infrastructure development in Haiphong city, we expected that infrastructure fees – in the long-term 

– will be the growth factor for the logistic sector in HCMC, especially for the 2 main port clusters: Cat Lai and 

Hiep Phuoc. The basis for this argument is from “Detailed plan for seaports in the Southeast (Group 5) by 2020 

and the orientation towards 2030”, with notable infrastructure plans are as follows:  

 Ports in the urban area of HCMC (located along the Saigon River) will be relocated to the Hiep Phuoc port 

cluster;  

 Upgrading traffic facilities (completed Ring Road 2) near Cat Lai port cluster to improve customs clearance 

speed;  

 Upgrading the access road into the seaports in Hiep Phuoc area. 
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Developing plan for seaport infrastructure in HCM Citys 

 

Source: Google Map, Shinhan Securities Vietnam 

 

Potential mixed benefits for logistic companies in HCM City 

We believe that the companies with revenue from logistics operations (seaports, transportation, etc.) in HCMC 

(including Tan Cang Logistic/TCL VN, Tan Cang Warehousing/TCW VN, Saigon Port/SGP) will get benefit from 

this policy in the long-term view, coupled with significant growth of throughput in HCMC’s seaports (Cat Lai, 

Hiep Phuoc, etc.). However, it may take at least 2 years for the completion of infrastructure projects, and then 

there will be clearer impacts on these companies’ business results. 

For the short-term view, we think that some shippers will consider sending their cargo to avoid the 

infrastructure fee. In this case, is Cai Mep – Thi Vai port cluster is one of the most potential candidates. The 

infrastructure of Cai Mep area is more developed than Quang Ninh, as: 1) able to accommodate mother 

vessels (more than 20,000 TEUs) as deep-water ports position, and 2) neighboring inland container 

depot/warehouse systems to support loading/unloading and clearance activities in Cai Mep area. Therefore, 

seaport companies in the Cai Mep area (as Gemadept Corp./GMD VN) are expected to benefit in the short-

term. In the long term, this benefit will be eliminated, when the logistics infrastructure in HCMC is completed, 

and the infrastructure fee will also be applied to provinces with high cargo throughput volumes such as Vung 

Tau. 

 

Companies with benefits from seaport infrastructure fees 

Company Ticker Duration Investment thesis 

Gemadept Corp 
GMD 

VN 
Short-term 

From 2021, Gemadept will start operation of Gemalink, one of the largest deep-sea port in Cai Mep 

area, which is expected to get benefit from the shift of cargo from HCMC to avoid infrastructure fees 

Tan Cang Logistic TCL VN Long-term 

The company's core business includes container handling and depot exploitation in the Cat Lai port 

cluster. We expect that they will get benefit from the growth of throughput volumes in the Cat Lai 

area 

Tan Cang 

Warehousing 
TCW VN Long-term 

The company's core business includes warehousing/yard exploitation in Cat Lai port cluster. They 

will get benefit from the growth of throughput volumes in Cat Lai area 

Saigon Port SGP VN Long-term 
The company's core business includes container handling in Hiep Phuoc port cluster. They will get 

benefit from the growth of throughput volumes in Hiep Phuoc area 

Source: Shinhan Securities Vietnam 
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Target price & rating history 

 
Tan Cang Logistic (TCL VN)  

 

Saigon Port (SGP VN)  

  

Shinhan Securities Vietnam Ratings 

 Stock  Sector 

 

 BUY: Expected 6-month gain of 10% or more 

 Trading BUY: Expected 6-month gain of 10% to loss of 10%  

 HOLD: Expected 6-month loss of 10% to 20%  

 SELL: Expected 6-month loss of 20% or more 

 

 OVERWEIGHT: Based on market cap, largest share of sector stocks under coverage is rated BUY 

 NEUTRAL: Based on market cap, largest share of sector stocks under coverage is rated Trading 
BUY or HOLD 

 UNDERWEIGHT: Based on market cap, largest share of sector stocks under coverage is rated 
SELL 
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